Abstract-With comprehensive analysis on security requirements of information transmission in digital campus, new primitives in asymmetric and symmetric cryptographic system are designed to describe essential security attributes. Secure information transmission is constructed with composition of the generated primitives and realized with common security technologies. And then, formal analysis shows that, secrecy, integrity, availability, controllability, non-repudiation and identifiability during information transmission can be insured by this architecture. At last, the network security architecture is verified by experiment based on Hadoop, with comparison data on the attacked rate in cloud environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Based on campus network, digital campus achieves the digitization of environment, resource, and activities, using the means of advanced informatization, with the purpose of building efficient, multifunctional process of education [1] . But as the spread of cloud computing, the security of digital campus is faced to more and more threats during information transmission, such as data forging, juggling or wiretapping. When the campus network is safe, digital campus can be equipped with various kinds of application systems. So it is important to construct a rational, active and systemic architecture for network security, satisfying secrecy, integrity, availability, controllability, non-repudiation and identifiability of information sender [2, 3] . It's the major problem how to realize date protecting, access control, and identify verification [4, 5, 6] .
There are some researches in network security architecture during information transmission in cloud computing: a security transmission mode for Internet of Things is supported with trusted computing technology by Zhenqiang Wu [7] ; based on the architecture and implementation of IacaaS, a security infrastructure of cloud computing is presented [8] ; with consideration of confidentiality, authentication, integrity and nonrepudiation in commercial environment, a secure data transmission model is researched and some useful expansion with both software and hardware is given [9] ; with analysis on the cloud computing security threats under the comprehensive consideration of various factors, a cloud computing security architecture reference model is presented, including six modules for security transmission system [10] . There are some researches in security for digital campus [11] , but cloud computing security framework is still insufficient [12] .
In this paper, with a comprehensive analysis on security requirements of information transmission in digital campus, new primitives in asymmetric and symmetric cryptographic system are designed to describe essential security attributes, and a formal specification is given with composition method [13] . Based on this, a network security architecture is constructed, realized with common security technologies, such as firewall, access control, virtual private network (VPN for short), intrusion detection system (IDS for short), encryption and decryption, following principles of integrity, consistence, balance, operability, and multiple protections. And then, formal analysis shows that, secrecy, integrity, availability, controllability, non-repudiation and identifiability during information transmission can be insured by this architecture, as a common framework for development of various application systems in digital campus from the viewpoint of information security. At last, the network security architecture is verified by experiment based on Hadoop, with comparison data on the attacked rate in cloud environment.
II. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS OF INFORMATION TRANSMISSION IN DIGITAL CAMPUS
Construction of digital campus is related to many fields about universities, such as digital library, educational administration system, scientific research administration system, and management system, as shown in Fig. 1 . These are important parts of whole management system in school, supplying information service of network resource, visited by users through the entrance of unified identity authentication. For intruder in the network environment, Dolev and Yao built the model as follows [14] :
(1) The intruder may obtain messages passing through the network.
(2) The intruder is a legitimate user of the network, and can initiate a conversation with any other user.
(3) The intruder has the opportunity to be a receiver to any user.
As a result, intrusion behaviors in digital campus can be described as follows:
(a) The intruder may intercept message passing through the network.
(b) The intruder owning certain term x and key k may generate an encrypted term.
(c) The intruder owning certain encrypted term {x} k and key k may decrypt the term.
(d) The intruder may compose different terms.
(e) The intruder may pretend to be a legitimate participant sending message. In order to avoid illegal stealing, altering or destroying of important information during transmission, the following security requirements should be satisfied:
• Secrecy-Important information, such as user name, password, and records about teaching, scientific research, or finance, should be encrypted during transmission.
• Integrity -Important information should be ensured from being altered, or perceived if altered.
• Availability-Important information should be available for unauthorized users.
• Controllability-Transmission process should be monitored and managed, avoiding illegal use.
• Non-repudiation-One party in a dispute cannot repudiate, or refute the validity of a statement or contract. The server must have unforgettable proof for the request of user; on the other hand, the user must have unforgettable proof for the information sent by server. All the proof for non-repudiation can only be used once.
• Identifiability of senders-The receiver could distinguish whether the information is sent by correct sender with effective measures.
III. FORMAL SPECIFICATION ON NETWORK SECURITY ARCHITECTURE
Based on the security requirements, an information transmission model is built from the viewpoint of information security. According to Fig. 1 , the formal specification can be divided into two parts: mutual authentication in asymmetric key cryptosystem, and distribution of secrets by the server in symmetric key cryptosystem.
A. Mutual Authentication in Asymmetric Key
Cryptosystem The goal of information transmission security protocol in asymmetric key cryptosystem (ITA for short), is to ensure the mutual authentication between C and S.
APG [15] is used to generate two protocol primitives used in mutual authentication: P 1 :
P_C->P_S:NONCE_C | New(NONCE_C); P_S->P_C:E{C[NONCE_C,NONCE_S],PRIVKEY_P_S} | New(NONCE_S); P_C->P_S:E{NONCE_S,PRIVKEY_P_C}; P 2 : P_S->P_C:NONCE_S | New(NONCE_S);

P_C->P_S:E{C[NONCE_S,NONCE_C],PRIVKEY_P_C} | New(NONCE_C); P_S->P_C:E{NONCE_C,PRIVKEY_P_S};
It is assumed that the server is honest and competent. There are two participants: user C and server S. In asymmetric key cryptosystem, the ek C and ek S are the public key of C and S respectively; sk C and sk S are the private key of C and S respectively; in the β C =β S =(C, S), β C and β S are the binding information of C and S. P 1 and P 2 used in the process of protocol design can be transformed in the following:
Based on this, the design process by composition method [13] is as follows:
The sequence of events performed by agents can be determined: The security protocol ITA is obtained by composition, by which mutual authentication between C and S is insured.
B. Distribution of Secrets in Symmetric Key Cryptosystem
The goal of information transmission security protocol in symmetric key cryptosystem (ITS for short), is to ensure the distribution of keys and secrets between A and B, sent by server S.
APG [15] is used to generate two types of protocol primitives, including key establishment and an authentication server: P 1 :
P_A->P_S:E{NONCE_A,SYMKEY_(P_A,P_S)} | New(NONCE_A); P_S->P_A:E{ NONCE_A,SESKEY_KAB,SYMKEY_(P_A,P_S)} | New(SESKEY_KAB1);
P 2 :
P_B->P_S:E{NONCE_B,SYMKEY_(P_B,P_S)} | New(NONCE_B); P_S->P_B:E{ NONCE_B,SESKEY_KAB,SYMKEY_(P_B,P_S)} | New(SESKEY_KAB2);
APG [15] is used to generate the primitive for secrets exchange:
P_B->P_A:C[E{NONCE_B,SYMKEY_(P_B,P_A)}, P_A] | New(NONCE_B); P_A->P_B:C[E{NONCE_A,SYMKEY_(P_A,P_B)} P_B] | New(NONCE_A);
It is assumed that there are three participants: A, B, and S. S is an authentication server with faithful behavior. 
The one-way authentication primitive P′ is added:
In Symmetric Key Cryptosystem, k AB1 is equals to k AB2 , so the final version is as follows:
The security protocol ITS is obtained, by which the distribution of k AB1 and k AB2 ( k AB = k AB1 = k AB2 ), and secrets exchange between A and B are completed.
IV. FORMAL VERIFICATIONS
The analysis shows that secrecy, integrity, availability, controllability, non-repudiation and identifiability of sender during transmission can be insured by this architecture.
C→S:
The information including key and secrets is secret during transmission by { a, k AB } kAS , { b, k AB } kBS and {x, β'} kAB .
• Integrity-The information { 1, β, N C , N S } skS and { 2, β, N C , N S } skC can only be generated by the participant owning sk S or sk C , while the binding information β can be used as verification for information integrity.
• Availability-The information including secret { a, k AB } kAS , { b, k AB } kBS or {x, β'} kAB could be decrypted by authorized user(teacher, student, or administrator) using keys.
• Controllability-The participant could only use information in the designated way (sending or authentication) in the forms as { a, k AB } kAS or { 1, β, N C , N S } skS .
• Non-repudiation-The { β, N C , N S } skS and { β, N C , N S } skC can be used as a receipt.
• Identifiability of information sender-The authentication for identity of user by server: the user information could be obtained from the β decrypted from { 2, β, N C , N S } skC , by which the identity of user could be authenticated by server. The authentication for identity of server by user: the information sent by server could be obtained from the secret β decrypted from { 1, β, N C , N S } skS , by which the identity of server could be authenticated.
V. NETWORK SECURITY ARCHITECTURE
Based on formal specification, the network security architecture is constructed. Fig. 3 . Network Security Architecture. Fig. 3 shows that secrecy, integrity, availability, controllability, non-repudiation and identifiability of sender during transmission can be insured by this architecture.
• Secrecy-The data could be secret during transmission with VPN, encryption and decryption.
• Integrity-Integrity of data could be insured with VPN, encryption and decryption.
• Availability-Availability of data could be insured with VPN, encryption and decryption.
• Controllability-Controllability of participant action could be insured with firewall, access control, encryption and decryption.
• Non-repudiation-The non-repudiation of participant could be insured with encryption and decryption, as the forms of { 1, β, N C , N S } skS or { 2, β, N C , N S } skC .
• Identifiability of information sender-The authentication for identity of user and server could be insured with firewall, access control, encryption and decryption.
VI. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Combined with common security technologies, such as firewall, access control, VPN, IDS, encryption and decryption, following principles of integrity, consistence, balance, operability, and multiple protections, the network security architecture can be realized as the following Fig. 4 : As shown, the attacked rate of cloud environment, which using the network security architecture is much less than the one that no using.
VII. CONCLUSION
According to the mutual model during transmission of digital campus in cloud computing, security requirements are obtained with formal specification. Based on this, the network security architecture is constructed, integrated with common security technologies, such as firewall, IDS, VPN, encryption and decryption. The analysis shows that secrecy, integrity, availability, controllability, nonrepudiation and identifiability can be insured.
From the viewpoint of information transmission security, there are security requirements in the constituent parts of digital campus, such as digital library, one card solution, educational administration system, scientific research administration system, financial administration system. In order to avoid the illegal stealing, altering or destroying of important information during transmission, such as user name, password, personal information, and records about teaching, scientific research, or finance, the network security architecture can be used as a common framework for information transmission security in digital campus.
